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The shift in software engineering from the design, implementation and management of isolated software elements towards a network of autonomous interoperable service is calling for a shift in the way software is designed. We propose the use of the agent-oriented methodology Tropos for the analysis of Web service requirements. We show how the Tropos methodology adapts to the case of Web services and in particular how it can be used to model quality of service requirements. We base the investigation on a representative case study in the retail industry.
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1 Introduction

The opportunities offered by the growth of the Internet in terms of networking infrastructure, open standards and reach of users, are focusing research and industrial interests on application areas such as electronic commerce, enterprise resource planning, supply-chain management, and peer-to-peer computing, to name the most prominent ones. This is deeply and irreversibly changing our views of software and, in particular, software engineering. Interoperability and scalability play a fundamental role in the development and management of software as nowadays a piece of software cannot be thought in isolation, but rather, as an element of a network of interacting software elements. Continuous evolution to meet changing and new requirements is becoming an essential feature of software. In addition, software must be robust and autonomous, capable of serving end users with a minimum of overheads and interference. Software is thus becoming more and more a service offered to a human user or to another software element rather than an isolated application running on a specific machine for a specific predefined requirement. This is the view of software as a ‘service’ well conceptualized by the service-oriented computing paradigm [16].

The most prominent example of the service-oriented computing paradigm is to be found on the Internet, where the set of standard interfaces for the interaction of software elements is well-known as Web services. Web services are a set of standardized interfaces for the description, discovery, invocation, composition and orchestration of independent loosely-coupled software elements residing on the Internet. As software is changing, one of the challenges is to find appropriate concepts, tools and techniques to design, engineer and manage software. Traditional software engineering methods may prove to be cumbersome or not capable of capturing the full potential of the service-oriented paradigm. In [6], UML is used to design business processes that manage the execution and interaction with various independent Web services. Aspect-oriented programming is investigated in [10] for designing Web service based electronic utilities, i.e., distributed applications. But all these approaches lack fundamental features of Web services, that is, the autonomy of services, the need to model services at a high level of abstraction in terms of what a Web services goal is rather than all its atomic functionalities, and the need for runtime support for changing execution environments.

Agent-oriented software development methodologies are gaining popularity over traditional software development...
approaches [11][7]. After all, agent-based architectures do provide for an open, evolving architecture that can change at runtime to exploit the services of new agents, or replace underperforming ones. In addition, software agents can, in principle, cope with unforeseen circumstances because their architecture includes goals along with a planning capability for meeting them.

Mostly, software is thought of in terms of its functional behaviour, i.e., what the software does. But this does not completely describe the software’s behaviour. Non-functional properties, such as the average execution time, are important elements to determine the usability and utility of a software product. With the term Quality of Service (QoS, for short), we refer to the non-functional properties of a software service. In the context of Web services, QoS is a critical task for a number of reasons: first, autonomous services depend on one another for their functioning and they need to be aware of the QoS of the collaborating services; second, services may compete with one another and a service requester may decide on a service based on its QoS properties; third, a service provider may offer the same function with differentiated QoS, for instance at different prices, and must therefore publicize the different qualities of the same function. There is no consensus on what the qualities are that fall in the QoS of a Web service. The traditional view inherited from the networking community places only performance and availability in the set of QoS, but other properties are also relevant such as accessibility, integrity, reliability, regulatory and security [14]. Some authors assume that any custom parameter that can be modelled as a nonfunctional property of a service may be considered as an element of the QoS [18, 19, 15]. In this paper, we consider a wide spectrum of QoS properties, such as performance, cost, reliability and security, and we introduce a framework that is flexible and open to any user-defined quality as QoS.

We propose the use of the agent-oriented methodology Tropos [3][1] for the analysis of Web service requirements. The goal is to model software deployed using Web services at a high abstraction level by using agent-oriented techniques. In this approach, we do not model every individual Web service as one agent, but rather model the whole set of interacting services as a multi-agent system, where different dependent strong and soft goals coexist. Thus, using Tropos we consider Web services not simply on the basis of their functional interfaces, but rather on how each service impacts shared goals of a software system, and which role each service has in such an entire system. These considerations are particularly useful to model complex systems through their life-cycle, that is, from the early requirements analysis down to the actual implementation. In particular, the methodology emphasizes early requirements analysis, the phase that precedes the prescriptive requirements

![Figure 1: Actor Diagram for the Online Retail Store Example.](image-url)
specification. In this paper we use this feature of Tropos to model quality of services of systems based on Web services as QoS are typically high level characteristics not described at the level of Web service individual interfaces.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the Tropos methodology, where concepts, modelling and analysis techniques are presented through a representative case study. In Section 3 we propose a goal analysis framework for qualitative and quantitative reasoning about QoS. Section 4 discusses how the framework relates to existing Web service standards. Concluding remarks are summarized in Section 5.

2 Requirements Analysis with Tropos

Tropos rests on the idea of using requirements modelling concepts to build a model of the system-to-be within its operational environment. This model is incrementally refined and extended, providing a common interface to the various software development activities. The model also serves as a basis for documentation and evolution of the software system.

Tropos is an agent-oriented methodology in which agent’s related notions (such as agent, goal, belief task, and social dependency) [4] are used in the whole development software process, from early phases of the requirements analysis. Requirements analysis in Tropos consists of two phases: Early Requirements and Late Requirements analysis. Early requirements is concerned with understanding the organizational context within which the system-to-be will eventually function. Late requirements analysis, on the other hand, is concerned with a definition of the functional and non-functional requirements of the system-to-be.
During early requirements analysis, the requirements engineer identifies the domain stakeholders and models them as social actors, who depend on one another for goals to be fulfilled, tasks to be performed, and resources to be furnished. Through these dependencies, one can answer why questions, besides what and how, regarding system functionality. Answers to why questions ultimately link system functionality to stakeholder needs, preferences and objectives. Actor diagrams and rationale diagrams are used in this phase.

Figure 1 shows the actor diagram for an online retail store example. This example is an extended and revised version of the example introduced in [12]. The diagrams present the principal stakeholders and their interests. The Customer actor has the goal to buy products and the softgoal to buy at lowest prices. It depends on the Retailer actor for having good services and on the Bank for using bank services. The Retailer actor has the softgoal of maximizing profit and depends on the Bank for the bank services, on the CreditAuthority to validate the customers’ ability to pay, and on the Direct Supply Vendor to ship products to the customers. The Direct Supply Vendor depends on the Retailer for products offering and on the Transport Centre to ship goods.

Actor diagrams are extended during early requirements analysis by incrementally adding more specific actor dependencies which come out from a means-end analysis of each goal. This analysis is specified using rationale diagrams, which appear as a balloon within which goals of a specific actor are analysed and dependencies with other actors are established. Goals are decomposed into subgoals and positive/negative contributions of subgoals to goals are specified (see Figure 2 as an example.)

During late requirements analysis, the conceptual model developed during early requirements is extended to include the system-to-be as a new actor, along with dependencies between this actor and others in its environment. These dependencies define functional and non-functional requirements for the system-to-be. Actor diagrams and rationale diagrams are used also in this phase.

Figure 2 shows part of the rationale diagram for the retailer system. Basically, this analysis extends the goal analysis for the
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1. Softgoals represent vaguely defined goals, with no clear-cut criteria for their fulfilment
Retailer actor. The extension includes the analysis of the services (hexagons) that can be adopted in order to satisfy the Retailer System’s goals and how such services impact on the qualities of the system, namely the softgoals security, reliability, and performances. For the sake of simplicity, the diagram reports only some of the possible contribution links between services and qualities.

3 Reasoning about Qualities

The adoption of specific Web services can have different consequences on the qualities of the software system. In order to reason about these effects, we propose to adapt and use the Tropos goal analysis techniques presented in [8][17].

The analysis starts from the goal models developed in the late requirements phase, and in particular focuses on the models developed for the system we want to develop (the Retailer System in our example). The goal model consists of a set of nodes (goals and services/tasks) and relations over them, including the n-ary relations AND, OR and the binary relations (contribution links) + and −, +(−) relationship is used to represent that the satisfaction of a goal contributes to the satisfaction (denial) of another goal.

Figure 3 presents part of the goal model for the Retailer actor extended with the analysis concerning the adoption of the adopted services and their impact on the qualities of the system. The contribution links between services and privacy quality are both qualitative and quantitative. Qualitative links are used for qualitative reasoning, while quantitative links for quantitative reasoning.

3.1 Forward Reasoning.

An algorithm and its implementation for forward reasoning has been presented in [8]. Given a goal graph, the user assigns some initial values to some goals (typically leaf goals), then these values are forward propagated to all other goals according to the rules above described in [8]. The initial values can be qualitative (such as fully satisfied, partially satisfied, fully denied, and partially denied) or quantitative (probability for the satisfaction or the denial of a goal).

The user can then check the final values of the goals of interest (typically root goals), and see whether she/he is satisfied with these values. Basically, forward reasoning is used to observe the effects of the adoption of a set of Web services.

For the example in Figure 3, we might, for instance, be interested in finding the effects of adopting a set of services over the top goals increase return on investment and sell products as well as over the privacy softgoal Security. So for instance, suppose we decide to use the following services (i.e., we assign FS (Fully Satisfied) labels to them): eShop service, day definite (by DHL), and PayPall. With these services Privacy will be partially satisfied (PS), sell products will be fully satisfied (FS), and increase return on investment will be partially denied (PD). Of course, we could suppose that expand the markets and then increase return on investment will also be partially satisfied. In this case we have a conflict, that is, we have evidence both for the satisfaction and the denial of the goal.

Similarly, we can perform qualitative reasoning. Suppose to assign to sell products, day definite (by DHL), and PayPall the value S=1 (i.e., probability of Satisfaction equal to 1), that is, we decide to adopt them. As consequence we obtain that Privacy will assume S= 0.4 and D=0.5 (i.e., probability of denial equal to 0.5) for denial, whereas sell products will assume S=1.0. This means we can satisfy our top goal but we cannot say much about Privacy (we have a conflict). Note that we have not considered the effects produced by the adopted services on the increase return on investment goal.

3.2 Backward Reasoning

An algorithm and its implementation of backward reasoning has been presented in [17,5]. In particular, the implemented tool solves the following two problems: (1) find an initial assignment of labels to leaf goals which satisfies a desired final status of root goals by upward value propagation, while respecting some given constraints; and (2) find a minimum cost assignment of labels to leaf goals which satisfies root goals.

Basically, backward reasoning is used to find a possible set of services to be adopted in order to satisfy our top goals at the minimum cost.

In our example, we might be interested in finding a set of services (at the minimum cost) that satisfy our top goal sell products and Privacy softgoals. For instance, suppose we want to satisfy sell products and at least partially satisfy Privacy softgoal. The software gives no solution for the full satisfaction of softgoal Privacy, but it produces several solutions for its partial satisfaction. Fixing the same cost for all services, one of these solutions consists of the following services: same day (by DHL), PayPall, and internal email service.

Analogously for the quantitative reasoning, we might be interested in finding the minimal cost set of services that satisfy totally the top goal sell products (S=1.0) and partially the Privacy softgoals, Say S=0.7. The software produces a set of solutions that satisfy such a request, i.e., a set of services that, if adopted (S=1.0), produce the desired results over sell products and Privacy.

4 Quality-aware Web Services

The qualities of the retailer system we have presented so far are performance, reliability and security. These are custom QoS measures for software and, in particular, for services, but are not the only possible ones. Availability, integrity, and regulatory conformance are other QoS that may need to be modelled, furthermore, other parameters specific to the application at hand may need modelling. The framework proposed does not commit to any specific quality, but rather gives freedom of choice to the designer.

This freedom must be reflected at the service level, in other words, services must be able to describe their qualities and have shared vocabulary of service qualities. Standard service description languages such as WSDL (Web Services Description Language) lack the necessary constructs to address this issue. Two approaches are possible: on the one hand, one can extend WSDL with ports for the description of quality properties of the services (such as in [9]); on the other hand, one could
complement WSDL interfaces with ancillary documentation for the description of quality of service characteristics of the service.

In [15] a symmetric model based on constraint satisfaction techniques is used to verify QoS desires coming from the requester. In [19], an XML-based language (eXtensible Markup Language) used for negotiating QoS values among service requester and provider is presented. A semantic web approach in which services are searched based on quality of service attributes semantically tagged is presented in [18]. A predictive QoS model for workflows involving QoS properties is proposed in [2]. In addition, the industry has proposed a number of standards to this end: IBM Web Service Level Agreement (WSLA) and HP’s Web Service Management Language (WSML) are examples of languages used to describe quality metrics of services, [13]. What is missing is a framework to design composition and orchestrations of services with desired global QoS requirements and, dually, to analyse global QoS properties of Web service compositions.

The framework we propose is independent from the choice made on whether one extends WSDL or one uses an extra document for the description of service qualities such as WS-Policy. The only requirement is, naturally, that all the services implement the same infrastructure for service quality description and use a negotiated and agreed ontology for describing the qualities. Let us consider the Privacy quality of the Retailer System example by adapting WS-Policy to our framework. Suppose the PayPal service publishes the following policy:

```
<wsse:SecurityToken xmlns:wsse="..." wsp:Usage="wsp:Required"> Required" wsp:Preference="80">
  <wsse:TokenType>wsse:SecureSocket LayerVersion3.1</wsse:TokenType>
</wsse:SecurityToken>
<wsse:SecurityToken wsp:Usage="wsp:Required" wsp:Preference="60">
  <wsse:TokenType>wsse:SecureSocket LayerVersion3.0</wsse:TokenType>
</wsse:SecurityToken>
<wsse:SecurityToken wsp:Usage="wsp:Required" wsp:Preference="50">
  <wsse:TokenType>wsse:SecureSocket LayerVersion2.0</wsse:TokenType>
</wsse:SecurityToken>
```

In our framework, this policy would be interpreted as the fact that the PayPal is providing its services with three different qualities, the three SecurityTokens. At least one of these needs to be chosen, line 02. The different quality of service of these is represented by the wsp: Preference attribute on lines 03, 06, 09. This is interpreted as the fact that the first choice (line 04) gives a contribution to Privacy of 0.8, while the second (line 07) of 0.6 and the third (line 10) of 0.1.

5 Concluding Remarks

The shift in software engineering from the design, implementation and management of isolated software elements towards a network of autonomous interoperable service is motivating the investigation of new modelling and design techniques. We have proposed the use of the agent-oriented methodology Tropos for the analysis of Web service requirements. We have shown how the Tropos methodology adapts to the case of Web services and in particular how it can be used to model quality of service requirements. Forward reasoning and goal satisfaction have been proposed to design an architecture meeting given QoS requirements, but also to understand which QoS properties a system will have and how the various services influence the QoS parameters. We have based our investigation on a representative case study and have shown a wide range of non-functional properties to be captured by the framework we propose. Finally, we have shown how one can adapt existing Web service technologies to be included in the proposed framework.

A tool exists for the analysis of early requirements using Tropos. The extension of such a tool to deal with Web services and in particular with QoS requirements for Web services is under way.

A limitation of the proposed approach is that the contribution of the single service to a given element of the quality of services is independent from those of the other services, that is, the combined effect of different services to the same quality is not captured. Future investigation will be devoted to solving this issue by considering global interaction of quality features.
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